
Help users 
to 

unserstand 
the system

Give 
options  to 

exercise 
control

How can we keep workers in the loop with ongoing automation? 
What social and other non- technical means are necessary in 
automated environments?

motivation

transparency - 
users shall 

understand to a 
certain degree 

how system works

Change management: in 
case system becomes 

increasingly automatic, the 
users' tasks will change. 

Taking care of this shall not 
be left to the user, but 
supported by further 

measures.

Let users be 
stakeholders in the 
development and 

further 
development of that 

automatic system

Don't forget about 
users' rights: privacy, 
GDPR, workers rights, 
etc. Make sure there is 
an atmosphere of trust 

in the company.

"Co- 
Automate" 

with 
workers

Alerting on 
smartphone, 

watch

Sound proof 
headphones with 

direct 
communication 

betwen worker <-> 
worker and worker 

<-> system

Ubiquitous 
monitors

Challenge: really subtle, 
continuous advancements in 

automation e.g. based on 
machine learning models which 

bit by bit get better are really 
hard to describe and quanitfy. As 

such it is difficult to 'keep the 
users in the loop' about it. Any 

ideas?

Push 
notifications

auditory vs 
visual vs haptic

Gamification?

system changes 
--> tasks/jobs will 

change

Do we want 
to 

eleminate 
boredom?

Augmented 
reality, light 

headset



Is it context- 
specific?

Basic 
psychological 

needs are 
universal

What to 
Automate? to 

shape 
meaningful 
experiences

Bring to the 2020's: How interactive tech affects emotions and 
wellbeing at work; design for emotion and wellbeing

How difficult is 
the 

automation 
task to 

operate?

feeling of 
being 

replaced or 
assisted?

Competence, 
mastery.

Self- 
fulfilment 

needs 
(Maslow)

Popularity

Esteem 
needs 

(Maslow)

Meaningful 
work

Belongingness 
and love 

needs 
(Maslow)

Autonomy
Relatedness

Safety 
need 

(Maslow)

Boredom 
with 

automation

Reduce the 
number of 

workers (but 
more than 1)

vs. the experiential cost

Productivity
(quantity of 
production)

Quality of 
production 

(e.g. 
precision)

Losing 
expertise

deskilling 
and 

upskilling

We lose 
innovations

Empathy

Humane 
evaluation

How to 
avoid 

monitoring 
work?

relationship 
to the AI 
system

Outcome 
of 

production

vs. productivity

Meaningful work

Outcome of 
operator 
"state"

Needs



Interruptions vs. seamless systems
How can we help people so that they understand what the outcome of their action is going 
to be

Psychological aspects
e.g. getting approval from work, how would people act if they know they are being watched

Monitored surveillance effect - alter their behaviour
Psychological safety - need to feel safe - who can see this, what can they see, feeling 
comfortable with what is visible
Being monitored by the system but also by the audiences who can then see that
Folk theories
Work hierarchy in different countries / cultures
People don't like being tracked but also want to contribute - giving as an action

Apple IRS feature - per app basis
I am willing for linkedin to be looked at but not email, or I am willing to have everything in 
this folder to be learned from

Organisations might play a role in configuring systems
More or less transparent
A reflection of working culture

Allowing people to walk back - undo
If something happens that isn't intended - how do you undo

Tensions between stuff being up to date and undo

Beautiful seams
Seamless and seamful
How much of the system would be exposed to the user
Not to get in the way but also

How people use spreadsheets - gender effects
In terms of exploring new functionality
e.g. demographic differences in terms of storing content in the cloud

Consent - informed consent ML, power balance

How can we help people understand the system - what is a simple story but one that is also 
sufficiently detailed - not an oversimplification but not too complicated

What is was being learnt
What was it based on
What happens to it next
How ephemeral is the data -      e.g. does it stay with the company after I leave? Data 
ownership?
Who owns the data - is it my      personal data, or is it my company's data?
How do people feel about      knowledge - is it theirs? Or is it their company's?
How does this relate to      different types of knowledge, e.g. deliverables I have 
produced, networks      I have created, etc.

Seams vs. 
seamlessness

Being up to 
date vs. 
allowing 

undo

Allow 
Undo

Ephermality 
and 

ownership of 
knowledge

System 
affecting 
behavior

Feeling 
tracked

User 
consent

How to 
create a 

simple story 
to tell people

Undo/walk 
back vs system 

latency

Seamlessness 
vs necessary 

seams

Avoiding 
oversimplificat
ion but giving 
enough detail

Ownership 
of different 

kinds of 
knowledge

Allowing users to 
set their own 

preferences for 
what they want to 
allow the system 

to see/track.

Allowing users who 
may choose to be 

private by default to 
share their work 
when and if they 
choose to do so

How can we help workers understand how their use of office software can be mined by ML 
systems and used to automatically produce and share knowledge?



Related projects: 
Sim4Blocks,

IEA Social License 
to Automate

Rebound 
Effects

Industrial 
agriculture/farmin
g: sustainability- 

related. 
Unintended 

affects.

Participatory 
Design

The right to 
object to 

automation 
(effects)

How to derail the 
primacy of the 

narrative of 
'efficiency' as the 

driving force?

Anticipate 
unconformable 

effects

Tension between 
"more efficient" and 
"price goes down" so 
you have to produce 
more... counteracting 

the sustainability 
benefits of efficiency

Parallels buildings 
~ agriculture: 

efficiency 
narrative, "unruly" 

users

Workers in the 
work process 

have very little 
influence in the 

digital 
technologies

If you make it more 
efficient, the price 

gets down; then you 
have to be more 

efficient. Perversion 
effects. Size effects 
through technology

Narratives in which the 
actions of people are 

necessarily thought of as 
"less sustainable" and 

hence their actions have to 
be controlled/designed 

away

Workarounds, 
interpretations of 
systems common, 
linked to how well 
the sytem works 

for the users

Support 
workarounds 
through the 

systems 
(flexibility)

Can the system be 
built to support 
appropriation 
rather than to 
eliminate it?

Can we support people's 
practices (rather than 

functionailty) so they don't 
need to work around 

(rather than exclusively 
focusing on efficiency)?

designing for 
meaningful 

social 
practices

Questioning an 
"algorithmic 

view" of users 
(with one 
default)

Adopt 
workarounds 

as new 
functions

Often there tends to 
be simplistic 

typologies of users. 
Consider also 

shared spaces of 
different users.

Workarounds as 
a symptom that 
the system isn't 

working for 
users

Useful reference on 
workarounds (and how 

they are produced 
accidentally through top- 
down design): Discussion 
of the design of Brasilia in 

James C. Scott, "Seeing LIke 
a State" (chapter on High 

Modernism)

Design for 
diversity / 

Personalization

How to get people not to use workarounds? Would giving them more control help?


